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Weak values and quantum-classical correspondence 






A classical system is in a definite configuration at any time instant. The series of the configurations 
during a time interval is called a trajectory， which provides a complete description of the system at血e
time interval. In contrast with classical theory， the “conventional" (e.g. Copenhagen) interpretation of 
quantum出eorydoesn't have the concept of trajectories. Hence it becomes non仕ivial(often impossi-
ble) to speak about， for example， the configuration of a system at some instant， or， the sojoum of a 
particle at some region during a time interval (see， e.g. Yamada 1999). However， we may argue that 
出etrajectories have an approximate “reality"， atleast， within a short time scale， with small quantum 
fl.uctuations: the Eherenfest theorem tels us that the expectation values of quantum systems approxi-
mately obey the corresponding classical equations of motion. A systematic extension of Ehrenfest-type 
quantum-classical correspondence to quan同minterference phenomena is achieved by the semiclassical 
theory， where the quan旬msuperpositions of classical trajectories is introduced. In the semiclassical 
theory， further extension of classical trajectories into complex-valued phase-space naturally arises: The 
complex-valued classical trajectories， which are impossible to“realize" within the classical theory， are 
employed in semiclassical description of classically-forbidden phenomena， e.g. tunnelings. It is revealed 
that the complex-valued classical trajectories are indispensable in analysis of classically forbidden，“com-
plex" (e.g. classically chaotic) quan佃mdynamics， since the complex-valued classical trajectories enable 
us to incorporate knowledges of complex dynamical systems (see， Shudo et. al 2002 and references 
therein). 
Firstly， 1 wish to argue about “approximate reality" of the complex-valued classical trajectories， which 
are obtained through the multiple extensions of the original， classical concept. For example， isit pos-
sible to observe complex-valued momentum of particle that is below a potential barrier? Note that the 
Ehrenfest theorem mentioned above， which concems only about conventional， real-valued expectation 
value of quantum ensemble， cannot be applied to this argument. This is the difference企omthe case 
with real-valued trajectories. The key to the question above is Aharonov-Albe川 Taidman'sweak value， 
which is an “expectation v 
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prepared state 1'1") and a finally (剖t= t"(> t') postselected state 1'1"'). The weak value of an observable 
A at time t ε[t' ，t"] is 
一('I"'IU(tり)A U(t，t')I'I") wμ，t] = 
('1川U(t"， t')1'1") 
where U(tf，ti) is出etime evolution operator during time in白川 [ti，tf] (地 aronov，Albert and Vaidman， 
1988). A semiclassical theory of the weak value showed出atW[A， t] approximately obeys classical 
equation of motion， ifthere exist only a single contribution of a classical t甘ra可JeωCωr守YtωO出es臼.eml化class位1-
Cωa叫1evalua矧仰UωO∞noぱfa Fe句ynmankemel ('1"刊が1'"叩f
quantum-classical correspondence 0ぱf由恥ecomplex-valued classical trajectories. No旬出atthe present 
紅gumentdoesn't discriminate between real-and complex-valued trajectories (AT 2002). 
Secondly， 1 wish to discuss a油bo側u凶I此tmul均ti匂坦pleか何-t伽
C∞on邸ce叩pt.For example， isit possible to detennine the tunneling time of a particle below a barrier during 
a time interval? Here we encounter weak values again. It is natural to choose quantum ensembles with 
preparation and postselection: e.g. the time evolution of a transmission of wave packet is described 
by initial and finial wave packets are localized both sides of the po句ntialbarrier. The sojourn time 
TQ for the region n in configuration space is the integral of the weak value of a projection op町ator
九=んIq)dq(ql，
ゐ=dtfW九 t]dt， 
which is known as Sokolovski and Baskin's tunneling time (1987) (Iannaccone 1996). A semiclassi-
cal analysis on tunneling-time problems below a p訂abolicbarrier revealed the following: (1) Both the 
transmission and reflection processes below the barrier incorporate only a single trajectory. Hence the 
Ehrenfest・typequan加mclassical correspondence is possible; (2) The reflecting trajectory experiences a 
discontinuity of momentum when the tr吋ectoryis reflected below the barrier (AT， inpreparation). 
Finally， a sunnise on血e“degreeof realities" of real-and complex-valued trajectories is given. It is 
quite plausible that they may be the same: In a short time scale， before Ehrenfest time， they are approxi-
mately realized as certain expectation values. After Ehrenfest time， these trajectories lose even approxi-
mate reality， asis concluded by the founders of quantum theory， due to the breakdown ofEhrenfest-type 
quantum-classical correspondence. 
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